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ON PROJECTIVE MODULES OF FINITE DUAL 
GOLDI DIMENSION 
Let R Ье an associative ring >vith unit) Р will Ье а left unital 
R-modнle and J(P) denote the Jacobson)s radical of Р. 
А submodule N of Р is said small in Р if for every submodule 
И of Р the equation N +И= Р involves И = Р. А module Р is 
said to Ье hollow if Р =/. О and every proper submodule of Р is small 
in Р. А module Р is said to have finite hollow dimension ( or finite 
dual Goldie dimension) if there exists an exact sequence 
n 
Р -4 ffiн;----+ о 
i=l 
where all Н; are hollow and the kcrnel of R-homomorphism g is 
small in Р. Then n is called the hollow dimension of Р and we write 
hdim(P) = п. 
In the paper [1] it was formulated the question: Is every projective 
R-module Р with semilocal endomorphism ring Н omR(P) Р) finitely 
generated? 
If Р is p1·ojective R-module and Н omR(P, Р) is semilocal ring 
then Ьу the theorem 3.10 [1] \Ve have hdimR(P) < оо. We have 
proved: 
Theorem Let Р Ье а projective R-module and Н omR(P, Р) zs 
semilocal ring. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(а) Р is finitely generated. 
(Ь) hdimR(P) = hdimя(P/J(P)). 
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SUBSONIC AND TRANSONIC AIRFOIL DESIGN 
APPLYING NUMERICAL 
OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES 
The specific design of airfoils is one of the classical tasks of 
aerodynamics. Since the airfoil characteristics are directly dependent 
оп the inviscid pressure distribution the application of inverse calcu-
lation methods is obvious . The numerical airfoil optimization offers 
an a\ternative to the inverse dcsign and attracts increasing interest . 
With this approach an aнtomated search for an optimal so!L1tion 
with respect to а нser-specified objective function is performed. 
An overview about recent results оп subsonic and transonic airfoil 
optimizations will Ье giYen . 
The objective of the subsonic airfoil optimizations was to design 
natнral laminar flow airfoils which show minimized drag for а sp e-
cified range of the Reynolds number and the lift coefficient . 
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То this purpose an efficient aerodynamic model was coupled 
with а hybrid optimizer [2] . Contrary to the usual approach the 
airfoil is not parameterized Ьу geometric shape functions . Instead, 
the inverse conforma1 mapping procedure according to Eppler [1] 
was applied to generate the airfoil shape and to evaluate the inviscid 
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